Abstract-This study focuses on finding the shortest paths among cities in Java Island by repeatedly combining the start node's nearest neighbor to implement Dijkstra algorithm. Node combination is used to find the shortest path among cities in Java by deleting the node nearest to the start node. The use of memory by node combination is more efficient than the use of memory by the original Disjkstra algorithm. The 46 cities in Java Island will be used to evaluate the performance of finding shortest path. The experimental results show that the accuracy of node combination is 92.88% with the Google Map as the reference. The successful implementation of algorithm in finding the shortest path on the real problem is a good point; therefore, the algorithm can be developed to solve the transportation network problem.
I.
INTRODUCTION
In performing daily activities, transportation problem affects people's lives. To reach potential and remote areas, transportation network is needed in order to help develop the area. Therefore, many experts develop better methods to find the shortest paths which can help people reach their destinations faster and more efficiently. As the time passed by, and as the development of science and technology advances, there are a lot of algorithms used to solve the shortest path problem.
There are many researchers which try to find shortest path . The first researchers propose Rapid Physarum Algorithm [1] to solve shortest path problem. The second researchers [2] propose a modified ant colony to find the shortest path in network and arc length used as probabilistic.
The third researchers introduce a special case of Stochastic Shortest Path Problems to solve the shortest path problem [3] . The fourth researchers present the weighted region shortest path problem to find the shortest path in graph [4] . Researchers [5] design and implement a labeling technique to find shortest path trees.
Meanwhile, researchers [6] modify an original amoeba model to handle linear transportation problem. Authors [7] consider the problem of switching off network elements and adjust the weights to minimize the consumption of energy; this energy awareness is operated by shortest path routing. In the meantime, researchers [8] propose Fuzzy Physarum Algorithm, an algorithm which can handle the fuzzy shortest path problem effectively. Authors [9] present Neural Network model for solving the shortest path problems, which is replaced by Linear
Programming. This network model is an improved version of the classic Dijkstra's algorithm by simple modification.
Researchers [10] propose fast algorithm which utilizes the previously-calculated results to accelerate the calculation. Meanwhile, a new technique for the addition of various fuzzy numbers in a path is devised by [11] . Since large, various fuzzy numbers can cause complexity, a genetic algorithm is presented to find the shortest path in the network.
There are three issues rise from [12] . In order to address the issues, the author uses Dijkstra algorithm. The experiment results show that the three issues have been effectively resolved to find the shortest path. One-way separators will be used in the graph to cross it only once. These separators give divide-and-conquer solutions to find the shortest paths between two vertices. This purpose method is called parallel algorithm, which is used to find the Shortest Paths in Planar Layered Digraphs [13] .
The shortest path algorithm is used to do texture analysis and to classify the texture in the literature [14] . The proposed method converts pixels of an image into verticesand finds the shortest paths between pairs of pixels. Literature [15] turns the bus stop matching problem into a shortest path problem. The bus stop was organized by route; and, the result transforms the stop matching problem into a shortest path problem. The improved branch-and-price algorithm can solve shortest path problem with resource constraints [16] . Multiobjective shortest path problems are more complex than the single objective one [17] . Pareto with label setting algorithm can make an optimal path in lexicographic goals. Private information Retrieval techniques is proposed by [18] to solve the shorthest path. The k-shortest paths algorithm is modified to the motion-based optimization of multiple-object tracking [19] . The dual graphs were built for acceleration-based and acceleration variation-based criteria. Incremental network design problems focused on optimal choice of network expansions [20] and with shortest paths. A fault toleran relay placement algorithm is used to find the shortest path in wireless sensor network [21] .
This algorithm ensures k vertex-disjoint shortest paths in wireless sensor networks. The all-pairs shortest path problem adds crossover to the algorithm, this can significantly speed up a mutation in algorithm [22] . There are two concepts which are central in recombination, namely repair mechanisms and parent selection. Graph theory was used to analyze the pipeline optimal problem [23] . A Dijkstra algorithm was designed and analyzed to obtain N shortest paths. Author [25] propose Teaching-Learning-Based Optimization (TLBO) algorithm for unmanned aerial vehicle path planning. The experiment show that TLBO can find a better and shorter route.
Vehicular ad hoc networks is a node with position and data transmission. Vehicular opportunity route based on real-time information (VORI) is proposed by [26] by using an energy efficient routing to collect real time data and help delivery message. Author [27] propose approximate path searching to get shortest path on road network. This method can find minimum path cost.
Multi objective graph search is more complex than single objective. The researcher [28] proposed dimensionality reduction to find the shortest path in multi objective.
One of the notable algorithms and very commonly used in finding the shortest path is Dijkstra's algorithm. However, the use of Dijkstra's algorithm is not very simple and takes more memory.
The Node Combination based on Dijkstra algorithm is proposed by [24] . First, the node combination finds the nearest neighbor of the start node. Second, the node combination combines (deletes) the node with the start node, and then modifies the edge weights that connect to the nearest neighbor.
The purpose of this paper is to find the shortest path among cities in Java Island using the Node Combination which introduced by [24] . The Node Combination implement Dijkstra algorithm by deleting the node nearest to the start node. The use of memory is more efficient by deleting the node than the original Dijkstra algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, 46 cities are used to find the shortest paths. The distances between the cities obtained from This research aims to find the shortest path among cities in Java using the Node combination based on Dijkstra algorithm. There are 118 cities in Java; however, we use 46 cities which connect the eastern and western part of Java for evaluating the performance of this method. The visualization of connecting among 46 cities in Java is shown in Figure 10 . And, the names of the 46 cities in Java we use for evaluating the shortest path results are shown in Table 1 . The distance between start and destination node is taken from Google Maps on April 22, 2014 , by the following steps:
1. Determine the start city and the destination city.
2. Obtain the route distance between two cities. This distance is achieved by activating the "Direction" feature on Google Maps. Names of the connected cities are typed on the feature, then the "Direction" feature comes up with the distance of the two cities.
3. If there are two or three distances shown on Google Maps, we choose the closest distance between the two cities. 
IV. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The cities that are chosen to be tested are shown in Table 1 (there are 46 cities). For this experiment, the start cities are Malang city, Banyuwangi and Surabaya. Figure 11 show the result of Google Maps, from Surabaya city to Mojokerto city. The distance using Google Maps is 49.5 km and the distance using the proposed method is also 49.5 km. The path using the proposed method is same with Google Maps : Surabaya->Mojokerto Figure 11 . the result of Google Maps, from Surabaya to Mojokerto Figure 12 show the result of Google Maps, from Surabaya city to Blitar city. The distance using Google Maps is 172 km and the distance using the proposed method is 168.1 km. This is smaller 3,9 km than Google Maps. The path using the proposed method is same with Google Maps :
Surabaya->Malang->Blitar. Figure 12 . the result of Google Maps, from Surabaya to Blitar Figure 13 show the result of Google Maps, from Malang city to Rembang city. The distance using Google Maps is 286 km and the distance using the proposed method is 291.7 km. This is greater 5,7 km than Google Maps. The path using the proposed method is same with Google
Maps : Malang->Surabaya->Gresik->Tuban->Rembang.
Figure13. the result of Google Maps, from Malang to Rembang Figure 14 show the result of Google Maps, from Surabaya city to Kediri city. The distance using Google Maps is 124 km and the distance using the proposed method is 127.4 km. The path using the proposed method is same with Google Maps : Surabaya->Mojokerto->Jombang->Kediri. Figure 14 . the result of Google Maps, from Surabaya to Kediri Figure 15 show the result of Google Maps, from Banyuwangi city to Tuban city. The distance using Google Maps is 390 km and the distance using the proposed method is 433.5 km. The path using the proposed method is same with Google Maps : Banyuwangi->Probolinggo->Pasuruan->Surabaya->Gresik->Tuban. The experiments use 5 cities from Malang as the start node (Table 3 . Number 1-5), 5 cities from Banyuwangi as the start node (Table 3 . Number 51-55) and 45 cities from Surabaya as the start node (Table 3 . Number 6-50). There are 55 path distance result shown at Tabel 3. The proposed method can show the total distance and the cities which have been visited. Table 3 presents the distance result between the node combination based on Dijkstra algorithm and Google Maps.
It can be evaluated from Table 3 that there are 3 kinds of results:
 47 paths,the result of the proposed method is bigger than Google Maps. 
